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[Copy the questions and solve them on a sheet of paper date wise. Keep the 

worksheets ready in a file to be submitted on the opening day.] 
 
Today also we will practice some more problems of Profit and Loss : 
 
SOME EXAMPLES PROBLEMS: 

 

         1. 



2. 

3. 

 



4. 

 

PRACTICE PROBLEMS:  

 

1.Sony sold two sarees for Rs 2185 each. On one she lost 5%, while on other 

she gained 15 %. Find her gain or loss per cent in the whole transaction. [ 

Hint :SP of 1st saree= Rs 2185, loss%= 5%, find CP. SP of 2nd saree= 2185  

gain%= 15%,find CP. Find total CP and total SP, then find gain and loss%] 

2.A shopkeeper sold two fans for Rs 990 each. On one he gains 10%  and on 

the other he loses 10% . Calculate his gain or loss per cent in the whole 

transaction. [ Hint: Same as Q 1.] 

3. By selling an umbrella for Rs 115. 20, Raja loses 10%. At what price must 

he sell it togain5% ?[Hint:  

4. By selling a bouquet for Rs 322, a florist gain 15% . At what price should 

he sell it to gain 25% ?[ Hint: SP and 1st  gain is given find CP, then 2nd gain 

is given find SP. ] 

5. The selling price of a flower vase is 4  of its cost price, find the loss per  
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Cent. [Hint: Let CP be Rs x. Then SP = Rs 4x/5.] 

 

                                                                            

6. A radio is sold for Rs 3120 at a loss of 4%. What will be the gain or loss 

per cent if it is sold for Rs 3445 ?[Hint: Find CP, then in 2nd SP is given find 

gain or Loss%.] 

7.A dealer gets Rs 56 less if instead of selling a chair at a gain of 15% , it is 

sold at a gain of 8%. Find the cost price of the chair.[Hint: Let CP is Rs 100 

1st case gain is 15%,SP =115, in 2nd case gain is 8%, then SP is 108, 

difference of SP is 7,then CP is 100,if difference is 56 ,now find CP that is 

100 × 56 / 7] 

8.A cycle was sold at a gain of 10%. Had it been sold for Rs 65 more, the 

gain would have been 14%. Find the cost price of the cycle. [Hint: Same as 

Q no 7.] 

                                                               

 

 

 

 

 

                         


